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“Could you please provide us with an

example of a time when you have had to

'MacGyver' something?” Year after year,

prospective SLA Lakes Region

Conservation Corps (LRCC) members have

been stumped by this offbeat interview

question. Other than catching unsuspecting

interviewees off-guard, this question also

introduces applicants to one of the SLA’s

core values: adaptability. In our work there

are times where we, just like 80's action tv-

character Angus MacGyver with his handy

roll of duct tape and paperclips, have to

improvise to creatively solve problems with

the tools at hand. And 2020 has been the

ultimate test of how well we are able to do

just that. 

     Here are some of the ways that the SLA

has adapted to the challenges of this year: 

    1. You're in My Bubble. When

quarantine began in March we were quick to

act. The SLA building closed to the public

and, like the plate of a picky eater, all of us

were neatly sectioned off into our own

isolated segments of the office. An un-

expected benefit of our building’s past life as

as a motel is that it was built with the

intention of providing isolated, individual

rooms and facilities. This has allowed us to,

as our Executive Director EB James likes to

say, “work together, but apart” throughout

these last ten months.

   Figuring out how to quarantine the Lakes

Region Conservation Corps (LRCC) crew

posed its own set of challenges. In May, Sue

Smith, owner of Cottage Place on Squam

Lake, worked with us to provide housing for

newly arrived LRCC members during their

pre-service, state-required two week

quarantine period. Cottage Place was also

where the 2020 crew participated in the first

ever virtual LRCC orientation—note on

virtual icebreakers: the "camera off" button

makes it much easier for bad liars to succeed

at Two Truths and a Lie. Following this

initial quarantine, half-time members were

then generously housed for the rest of the

summer in the facilities at Betsy's Park, a

developing low-impact park on White Oak

Pond created in memory of Betsy O’Leary

Abelson. Thanks to the generosity of the

staff and owners at both Betsy's Park and
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Left: Cottage Place on Squam Lake welcomes the 2020 summer LRCC at the start of their 14-day quarantine. Top right: LRCC and NCCC AmeriCorps members
install a composting toilet on Bowman Island. Bottom right: LRCC member Moses leads an Adventure Ecology program on mushroom identification.  

CONSERVING THE SQUAM WATERSHED: A LESSON IN ADAPTABILITY
Cottage Place, we were able to keep our

LRCC crew safe and healthy as they served

the Squam Watershed this summer. Thank

you! 

     2.  Do LRCC Dream of Electric AE's?

Throughout the year our LRCC members

offer free Adventure Ecology (AE) programs

such as guided hikes, nature-inspired-art

workshops, and conservation themed

activities. For this year's AE programs the

LRCC grabbed their smart phones and each

transformed into four-in-one combinations of

actor, cinematographer, editor, and director.

The videos and programs they created, unif-

ied by the hashtag #ShareLearnAdventure on

social media, allowed us to expand our reach

beyond physical distance and borders and

gave us a chance to share a bit of Squam with

everyone. To learn more about Share Learn

Adventure and this winter's exciting

education updates, read Director of

Education, Leigh Ann Reynold's piece on

page 4.

     3. From Surf to Turf. Since its first

appearance in the summer of 2000, invasive

milfoil has been Squam's Enemy #1. Due to

the
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The Squam Lakes Association is

dedicated to conserving for public benefit

the natural beauty, peaceful character, and

resources of the watershed. In

collaboration with local and state partners

the SLA promotes the protection, careful

use and shared enjoyment of the lakes,

mountains, forests, open spaces, and

wildlife of the Squam Lakes region.

The Loon Flyer is a publication of the

Squam Lakes Association
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Greetings from the SLA. I hope this edition of the Loon Flyer finds you

well. The bunker mentality this year has given all of us is still in place,

but happily a few rays of light are shining through. There is no point in

dwelling on 2020, yet despite the challenges and anxiety this has also

been a year of opportunity, insight, and even success. It has provided a

chance for us to examine what we do. Our work was stripped to the

essentials and as we rebuild, we have a better idea of what our absolute 

core work is, and the work that can be adapted, expanded, made better. Although we went into isola-

tion, we never stopped moving forward on mission. 

     Camping was full. On weekends, as I’m sure you all experienced, both the lake and surrounding

trails were also full. Everyone needed an escape this year and use was at an all-time high. I’m glad our

work supports this real and deep need, and it highlights the absolute importance of what we are doing

here. Healthy outdoor places are an invaluable bastion against the challenges of the world we live in.

Of course all this weekend traffic also created issues. High use on the lake meant a lot of crowding,

incompatible uses, and safety issues. Increased time spent at home seems to have led to home

improvement projects, not all of them good for the lake. Unlike user group conflicts, changes to

shorelines, hardening and removal of vegetated buffers, and filling in wetlands will have a very long

term negative impact on this lake we all love. So as your need to change it up increases, please

consider the future of the lake. If you need help determining what might or might not be healthy for the

lake, call us. 

     Looking out to the future, we are hopeful. The pandemic won’t last forever and Squam has been

here for you, is here for you now, and will be here for you in the future. Will we have a full JSLA,

camping, and a crew of milfoil divers next year? We think so and we will try our hardest to bring

normal back. No matter what happens, we will be on the lake, in the mountains, on the shorelines,

powerfully driving the mission forward. Thank you for your support. This effort would be absolutely

impossible without you, and I am grateful that you feel like we do in your passion for the Squam Lakes

and Watershed.

Sincerely,

EB James, Executive Director

      In 1904, a small group of folks believed those who lived and worked here, along with those who

visited and loved it here, would be better by working together; for promoting the protection, careful

use, and shared enjoyment of the lakes, mountains, forests, open spaces and wildlife of the Squam

Lakes region. We remain a work in progress, strongly committed to and working for the advancement

of our founders’ vision. We are working on climate change and lake usage, water quality and invasive

species, education and conservation, diversity, inclusion and social justice, partnerships and public

policy. 

      We are family and friends, trails, mountains and coves. When a boat breaks down, someone tows

us in. When a family is in need, a community reaches out. When milfoil is spotted, Millie and crew are

on the way. We are workers in the lake and on the land every day, all year round. Every person who

works for, volunteers at, or gives to the SLA contributes and we thank you all for all you do.

       A few short months ago it was 80 degrees, the sun was setting, we hung out on a rock, on an

island, in the middle of the lake, with our girls, Ellie and Greta, and their pals, Guila and Wogan. Their

love of this place and each other being forged in a moment at a special spot with old friends (even for 8

& 10 year-olds). This is as good as it gets. Someday soon, it will be their time to improve on our work

to protect Squam and give their families all we’ve been fortunate to have – when I think this way, I

love our opportunities going forward and I also know we have our work cut out for us. 

Onward we go,

Barry Gaw, Board President  

We’re moving on into 2021 with hope, resolve, faith, and belief in and

support for each other. It is true that challenging times can bring out the

best in us and help us to help others. The SLA and Squam community

represents the best of how people and place can give more to each other

than we take from each other. We can give with warm hands and expect

nothing in return. It's about all we can do, and not at all about what we

can’t do.

Design & front page article by Adel Barnes



For the past 10 years, Jerrell served as the Camp Hale Director,

leading the organization’s flagship program through an ambitious

growth phase that included developing a girls’ program in a

historically all boys’ camp. From 2012-2018, he successfully

developed a program model that created equal opportunities for

girls and boys, providing access to summer opportunities for over

200 youth. Additionally, he launched a capital campaign aimed to

match the program site to the quality of services provided. Over

the course of a 2-year period, he secured $5M for capital

improvements to Camp Hale, ensuring the camp’s legacy for the

next 100 years.  

     In his new role as Vice President, he sets the vision and

strategy for positioning United South End Settlements as the

preeminent community-based organization in the Boston area and

securing the resources needed to provide innovative, top quality

programming to children and their families. 

     Jerrell is passionate about youth work and supporting people

to reach their full potential. He is an inspirational leader,

connector, and fearless advocate.
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unities of Ashland, Holderness, Center Harbor, Meredith, and

Plymouth for over 32 years. She oversees retail banking for

MVSB branches in Ashland, Plymouth Main Street, and

Plymouth Hannaford. 

     Jill began her banking career at MVSB in 1987 as a teller in

their Ashland office on 5 Riverside Drive. She transferred to the

Bank's Center Harbor location in 1995 and returned to Ashland in

1998, where she is currently based. She has been a Holderness

Select Board Member for the past ten years, currently serving as

Chair. She is also on her 11th year of service for the Holderness

Budget Committee, and is a former member of the Holderness

Planning Board. 

     She resides in Holderness with her family. 

the success of SLA management efforts

since then, our milfoil removal dive teams

have contained the majority of the

infestation to the Squam River. While the

2020 LRCC crew continued to routinely

survey the lakes for milfoil, this summer

they transitioned to combat another threat to

the Squam Watershed: terrestrial invasive

plants. Although the removal of terrestrial

invasive plants has long been a priority of

the SLA, in 2020 we were able to double

down on both removal and education efforts.

Our "Meet an Invasive Species" videos, in

which LRCC members introduced viewers

to the identification and removal of invasive

plants, helped viewers tackle these plants on

their own properties and came at a time

when many of us were stuck at home,

looking for something to do outside. Both

these

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE...

SLA BOARD UPDATES

Jerrell 
Cox

Jill 
White

Last summer we welcomed Jill White

to the SLA Board of Directors. Jill is

Regional Vice President for Meredith

Village Savings Bank (MVSB) and

has been a familiar face to the comm-

This year we welcomed Jerrell Cox

to the SLA Board of Directors.

Jerrell is the Vice President of

Development and External Relations

at United South End  Settlements. 

these videos and our new invasive species

ID cards, beautifully designed by LRCC

member Samantha Pierce, were featured in

the Museum of the White Mountains exhibit,

Endangered Invasive and Undiscovered,

which you can view on their website.

      4. From Lemons to Lemonade. This

year's challenges pushed us to rethink and

re-approach our essential work. The

resulting adaptations, as outlined in this

piece, have improved and will continue to

change the ways in which we protect the

Squam Watershed for years to come. And

we couldn't have done it without all of you. 

  As indicated by our unique interview

questions, we look for adaptability in all of

our Lakes Region Conservation Corps

members. But this year we recognize just

how exceptionally flexible this summer's

LRCC

LRCC were in helping us power our mission

forward in such an atypical year. For that we

are forever grateful. Along with the LRCC,

we also recognize the leadership from SLA

staff, both current and past, who show up

every day—whether in-person or on Zoom—

to foster and sustain the mission. We

recognize our Board of Directors and

committee members who help us make

informed decisions about the future of

Squam and have guided us through this

pandemic. We recognize our volunteers,

motivated by an inner fire to protect this

beautiful place. And, most importantly, we

recognize you, our members who have been

with us through it all. Without this collective

effort, our Squam Lakes Watershed wouldn't

be what it is today. Thank you!



Conservation—in the Squam Watershed and beyond—is a collaborative

effort. Working as a community is a key component of conserving the

lakes we love while simultaneously fostering community-wide awareness

of the impact each of our individual actions can have on the health of the

watershed. 

     We observed record ecotourism during the summer of 2020, which

meant increased impacts on the lakes and land. One major concern is the

impact of wake (ballast) boats. These fairly new boat designs are built to

increase ballast capacity to create a larger wake for activities like surfing

and tubing. Wake boats have been found to create multiple negative

impacts, A) Displacement of lower-impact uses, like kayaking, paddle

boarding, canoeing, and even swimming, B) Damage to the lake-bed and

shoreline integrity, increasing the turbidity and erosion of fragile

ecosystems, and C) Invasive species transportation via the ballast,

which can rarely be completely drained. We have been involved in

multiple meetings with NH LAKES, other lake associations and state

representatives to support a recent bill further defining wake (ballast)

boats—a first step to improving accountability for users and the industry.

     As many folks transitioned to working remotely in the region, we have

increasingly received reports concerning shoreline land-modifications.

Some of these modifications have been in violation of the Shoreland

Protection Act. This is a worrying trend, as natural shorelines are

essential for preserving the health of our lakes. This fall, we worked with

multiple landowners and professionals to restore vegetation along a

stretch of impacted shoreline, reducing runoff and erosion while

improving long-term integrity. 

     Remember, the SLA is a resource for you—we will continue to

provide the public with advice and details regarding land-use changes and

violation reporting. If you want to know if an alteration would be

environmentally-friendly and/or legal, please don't hesitate to give us a

call! 

SHARE LEARN 

ADVENTURE;

THE ADVENTURE GOES ON

As many of you may have seen, this year we expanded our

education programs through a collection of videos, photos,

activities, games, and prompts that we call Share Learn

Adventure. This allows all of us to stay connected to the Squam

Watershed no matter where we are. Thanks in part to a grant

from the Greater Lakes Region Children's Auction we were

able to update our technology to include laptops for each LRCC

member, video editing software, and a few GoPros in order to

improve the quality of our programs. The creativity of our

LRCC members shine through in their presentation and variety

of topics. From a humorous yet highly educational "Intro to

Birdwatching" video to a relaxing virtual paddle tour of the

SLA cove, and lots in between, there's something for everyone.

You will never guess what video received the most views: the

one all about SLA's Composting Toilets, which are a critical

component to keeping our watershed healthy! If you haven't

checked out the Share Learn Adventure page on our website I

encourage you to, as there is a ton to explore above, around, on,

and beneath the waters of Squam! Keep an eye out for new

posts each week #ShareLearnAdventure. 

     We are excited to bring the Squam community live, virtual

Adventure Ecology programs on Saturdays this winter. Folks

can tune in via zoom where they will learn about a variety of

nature and conservation related topics, some of which will

weave in the arts. LRCC members will also highlight a new

trail each week as part of our virtual Guided Hike series; so if

you are wintering in Nevada or England, you can still enjoy a

hike in the Squam Range. Another fun way to connect to nature 

A BUSY YEAR ON THE LAKE
BY TYSON MORRILL,  DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION

BY LEIGH ANN REYNOLDS,  DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
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this winter is through the 

Story Walk at Chamberlain 

Reynolds Memorial Forest. The first story this walk 

featured was the much loved children's book, Over and

Under the Snow by Kate Messner (this is a

collaborative project with the Holderness Free Library,

Squam Lakes Natural Science Center, and Innisfree

Bookstore). Also back by popular demand are virtual

Science Pubs, offered in partnership with the Squam

Lakes Natural Science Center and Squam Lakes

Conservation Society. This year's focus is on the rare

and largely unknown inhabitants of the Squam

Watershed. 

     As for SLA summer camps, our Community Youth

Sailing Program (CYSP) won't be returning this year.

However, while it is a bit too far into the future to 

know exactly what it will look like, we are excitedly

planning for JSLA to be back in action this summer. 

   We look forward to learning & adventuring with 

you in 2021!

    I met our guides, AmeriCorps members Danielle and Moses, along with 3

other hikers at the trailhead. We started trudging in the dark through a foot or

so of soft, fluffy snow on our way to the peak of East Rattlesnake mountain. It

was cold at first, but we were prepared in our winter gear and soon got warm. 

    After an hour or so of hiking in the darkness, all of a sudden one notices

that you can make out some things in the woods without benefit of your

headlamp. Dawn is coming. With perfect timing we reached the peak

overlooking frozen Squam Lake about 5 minutes before the sun came up. It

was a beautiful morning with clear skies and crisp air. What a feeling to see

the sunrise, be warm in the cold weather, to have gotten my day’s exercise

before 7:30, and to have met some fun and energetic people. Just one example

of the excellent adventures I’ve had over the past year with SLA.   

     I’ve done nighttime and daytime hikes throughout the year with SLA and

recently started doing some volunteer trail work.  Activities include trimming

branches, clearing fallen trees, and cleaning water bars.  It’s a fun way to get

some exercise, do some good, and meet new people.  All of the folks at SLA

and the AmeriCorps members have been interesting, engaging and fun to be

with. Their youthful energy is infectious and helps to keep us old guys feeling

a bit younger.   

#ShareLearnAdventure Spotlight:

Izzy (age 4), Bodin (age 2), and their

mother and father, Annie and Graham

Hamblett of Gorham, Maine made this

five-star bug hotel this spring after

watching the #ShareLearnAdventure

video made by LRCC member, Maggy!

A SUNRISE HIKE WITH THE SLA
BY PETER OLSEN,  

SLA MEMBER & VOLUNTEER
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IN 2020, SLA VOLUNTEERS LIKE PETER HAVE...

Collected over 120 water quality
samples from 15 sites

Contributed 342 hours to
maintaining 50+ miles of trails

Dedicated 86+ hours to removing
terrestrial invasive plants

Devoted 60+ hours to patrolling
the lake for invasive milfoil

What a morning!  The alarm goes

off… it’s 4:45AM in the dead of

winter, outside temperature is 4

degrees. I start to dress warmly for a

sunrise hike with the Squam Lakes

Association. As I’m pulling out of

the driveway a little after 5AM in

the blackness it seems quite silly.

After all, I’m retired and don’t need

to be on much of schedule. For a

fleeting moment I consider returning

to my house and climbing back into

that warm bed, but I press on. 



The SLA hosted an eight-person National

Civilian Community Corps (NCCC)

AmeriCorps crew this fall to tackle three

exciting trails and outdoors access projects. In

early October the NCCC crew served with our

LRCC members to move materials to Bowman

Island for the installation of a new composting

toilet Clivus system. The system is funded in

part by New Hampshire’s Moose Plate Grant

and NH Electric Co-op Foundation in order to

build a composting toilet facility that will more

sustainably serve the campsites and day-use

visitors. The system is in the final stages of

construction by the Greenside Company and

will be up and operating in the summer of 2021. 

     Most of the NCCC crew's service period was

spent building two trails. The Eastman Brook

Trail is one of them, which the NCCC crew

started and completed work on in October. The

trailhead is located off of Rt. 113 across the

road from the Col Trail and meanders up to a

small vista of Red Hill and then down across

Eastman Brook. After one mile of hiking, the

trail meets up with Thompson Road, which

hikers can take for a quarter mile to reach the

Squam

Since the original Squam Rangers program was first

announced in 2012, over 200 participants have taken up the

challenge to hike all 50 miles of SLA trails. Now, eight

years and a couple of new trails later, we're excited to

announce Squam Rangers Family—a family-friendly

Rangers program that includes new trails to explore and

omits some of the more difficult hikes required in the

original challenge. All ages and skill levels are welcome to

participate! To sign up or learn more about Squam Rangers

Family and how it differs from the original program, visit

our website at www.squamlakes.org/squamrangers.

DIRT WORK: TWO NEW TRAILS
COMING TO SQUAM WATERSHED

INTRODUCING: 
SQUAM RANGERS FAMILY
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BY KATRI  GURNEY,  DIRECTOR OF TRAILS & ACCESS

Squam Lakes Conservation Society’s (SLCS)

Doublehead Preserve.

   Simultaneously, the NCCC crew broke

ground on a mountain bike trail in Whitten

Woods. The bike trail was proposed when the

New England Forestry Foundation (NEFF) and

SLCS purchased and conserved Whitten Woods

in 2015. The collaborative vision for this area

was for the forest to be multi-use for the local

community's enjoyment. The trail was scouted,

routed, and flagged over the course of a year to

ensure a sustainable grade to minimize erosion.

The NCCC crew completed one mile of what

will ultimately be just over three miles of trail.

The Pemi-Valley Mountain Bike Association

hosted a volunteer trail day in October and the

SLA looks forward to continuing to partner with

them. Depending on the resources available, the

bike trail could be completed in as little as one

year. 

    We appreciate the energy and enthusiasm that

the NCCC crew brought to these projects and

the SLA—we could not have completed as

much as we did this fall without them!

     Amidst our continued work in the region and 

trails this year, we at the SLA are reminded of

how privileged we are to live in this area and

work with this community. We recognize that

trails are one of the few spaces people could

safely enjoy this year and we're happy to see

people getting outside. Trail networks

throughout the nation saw increased use this

year and the SLA networks were no different.

We remind everyone enjoying our trails and

beyond to please minimize your impact and

respect other hikers. Please carry out all trash

(including dog poop), stay on the trail to the best

of your ability while social distancing, and come

with a back-up plan to explore a new trail if the

parking lot is full at the trail you intended to

hike. Let's all do our part to continue to foster a

loving relationship with the Squam Watershed.

Squam Rangers Family logo designed by
LRCC member, Samantha Pierce.



Andrew Veilleux
Patty O'Neill

Sue Francesco

Christopher Patrick Devine, of Holderness, passed away with his family by his

side on January 29th, 2020 following a battle with cancer.

    Chris was born in Manhattan on September 19, 1959, and grew up in New

City, NY with his parents, sister and his extended family, the Landau Family.

He earned a degree from the University of Arizona in Geosciences and had a

career in Environmental Services starting with environmental consulting firms,

Geraghty & Miller and Leggett Brashears & Graham, both of Massachusetts,

until moving his family to Holderness to serve as the Executive Director of the

Squam Lakes Association. Following a productive career at the SLA, Chris

moved to Maine where he was the Executive Director of the Rangeley Lakes

Heritage Trust until retiring. Chris also served as a Selectmen for the Town of

Holderness and was in 2006 class for Leadership New Hampshire. He served on

many boards including the New Hampshire Lakes Association, Rangeley

Chamber of Commerce, and Speare Memorial Hospital.

     As an avid golfer, skier, and fisherman, he enjoyed time on the golf course as

well as on the ski slopes, and Squam Lake - a place he loved and worked to

preserve. He was a mentor to many through his positions at the SLA and RLHT,

and conservation was always at the core of his work. 

TO OUR COMMUNITY
It's difficult to put into words just

how grateful we are for everyone who
has worked with us throughout this

last year. Thanks to your partnership,
volunteer hours, donations, and
overall support we were able to

continue to protect the lakes and
trails we all love. Thank you. 
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Thank you to everyone who supported SLA trails by participating in the

8th Annual Squam Ridge Race!  This year's race was a little different, as

we transformed it into a virtual event to maintain social distancing. but

the course and the cause remained the same.  

     Congratulations to the overall male finisher, Connor Piechota with a

time of 2:08:49, and the overall female finisher, Charlotte Miller, with a

time of 2:25:49!

     And thank you to the Webster Family (Webster Land Corp and

Burleigh Land Limited Partnership) for the event location and trail access

providing hiking enjoyment for everyone during the race and throughout

the year.

Congratulations to the winners of the 

2020 Ridge Race photo contest!

8TH ANNUAL (VIRTUAL) SQUAM 
RIDGE RACE

REMEMBERING PAST SLA EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, CHRISTOPHER DEVINE 

BY MONIQUE ROBICHAUD
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